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Are you a thought leader, innovator, or
pioneer disrupting the current status quo?

Gain exposure for your work with a global
audience eager to learn from the best and

brightest minds in Fintech and AI.

Connect with our vibrant community of
executives, experts and entrepreneurs.

Spark collaborations and ignite business
partnerships that will drive innovation and

disruption in the years to come.

Keynotes

Panel Sessions

Presentations

Workshops

Fin+AI 2024 October 2 - 4, 2024

Share your groundbreaking

insights, and ideas on the

latest trends, challenges, and

opportunities at the

intersection of Fintech, and

Artificial Intelligence.

Submit 
Your 

Proposal 
For 

Fin+AI 
2024



AI-Advantage Track TopicsBeyond Fraud

These sessions will

explore how AI is

empowering financial

institutions to combat

fraud and optimize risk

management like never

before.

Deep dives exploring the

cutting edge of AI, where

it's not just about

convenience, but about

safeguarding the entire

financial ecosystem.

The Next Generation of Innovation
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Continuous Adaptability
Proactive Mitigation 
Ethical Guardians
Transparent Decisions
Preemptive Foresight
Human-AI Fusion
Privacy Harmony
Regulatory AI Partners
Cyber Evolution Tactics
Quantum Threat Prep
Innovation Curve
Digital Fortresses
AI-Nomaly Detection
Your Topic or Idea

Delve into the world of AI-

driven risk assessment.

Relay how these

revolutionary tools are

transforming credit

decision-making.

Relate your real-world

examples of AI-powered

solutions stopping fraud

in its tracks before it can

strike, protecting your

financial institution and

customers from losses.

Track One



Breaking Down Barriers

Forget One-Size-Fits-All

Sessions will break down the

walls of traditional financial

systems, by showcasing how AI-

powered tools are empowering

millions who were left behind.

 Dive deep into how AI algorithms

are analyzing creditworthiness. 

AI-Powered Credit Scoring

Robo-Advisor Revolution

AI Financial-Literacy Bridge

Microfinance AI Boom

Explainable Finance

Human + AI Advisors

Algorithmic Insurance

Your Idea or Topic

Topics To Be Explored
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Track Two



Using AI-Driven Hyper-Personalization

These sessions dive into the

convergence, where

personalized financial guidance

is no longer a luxury, but a

everyday reality.

Industry leaders will explore how

AI-powered algorithms  are now

crafting bespoke financial plans,

investment strategies, and smart

budgeting tools.

New Frontiers To Be Explored

AI-Guided Decision Making

Predictive Portfolios

Community Finance AI

Frictionless Future

Generation Gap Bridge

Fin-Fluencer Curation

Track Three
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Lifelong Advisor AI

Privacy Balancing Act

Human Touch Vs.. AI

Empathetic Algorithms

Your Idea or Topic



The Next Era of Fintech

AI-Interoperability

Dive headfirst into the future of

finance with this electrifying

track where AI isn't just a

buzzword, it's the rocket fuel

skyrocketing the entire

financial services  industry.

Chatbots and virtual voice

assistants will be our financial

butlers, whispering financial

wisdom into our ears, and

seamlessly handling

transactions like digital ninjas.

Topics To Be Discussed

Frictionless Fares
Zero Knowledge Heroes
Biometric Bliss
Universal Wallets
Conversation Commerce
Frictionless Charity
AI-Powered Vending
Mind-Meld Money
Micropayment Magic
Your Idea or Topic
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Track Four



Redefining Financial Intelligence

Emotionless Efficiency
Risk Management 2.0
Building Trust In AI
Advisor Transparency
Alternative Assets
Emotional Intelligence 
Active AI Agents
AI Education Fusion
Quantum Investing
Your Topic or Idea

Forget Wall Street suits and crystal
balls. The future of investing is
fueled by AI, and it's coming at you
faster than a Reddit meme stock.

We're talking algorithms that
decode market data like Thanos
snapping his fingers, identifying
patterns human brokers couldn’t
even dream of divining.

The Next Frontier in Wealth Management
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Track Five

Topics To Be  Explored



What is the submission

process for Fin+AI 2024?

Submission Process

All applications are submitted

online via the event website.

Visit www.finaiconference.com

to submit your proposal for

inclusion in our 2024 event.

Please be succinct and concise

when crafting your submission.

Submission Selection

Selection will be performed by

our event committee members.

Selected participants will be

contacted directly by show staff,

and a presentation slot will be

scheduled for the event.

Please be patient with committee

members during this process.

Submission Dates

We are accepting proposals

beginning Thursday, Feb 1st

through to Wednesday May 1st.

No other submissions will be

considered after the closing

dates for submissions.

All submissions are final, please

submit only one proposal.
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What can I do to prepare?

We will receive a large number of submissions, make sure that

your proposal is unique and compelling. Create a topic title

and submission abstract that will blow us away.

Be Compelling, Unique, and Creative

We want to include everyone, we have created a selection of

tracks to appeal to a diverse audience from both the financial

technology and artificial intelligence community.

Demonstrate your thought leadership skills. We’re looking for

unique individuals with innovative ideas. We are looking for a

medley of different voices, viewpoints, and counterpoints.

Diverse and Inclusive Presentations

For best results consider how your topic

would align with the specific track you’ve

selected to participate in.

How it will it be in congruence with other

content that will be presented during the

session. Does it support the track theme?

Aligned With Event Tracks
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